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Our Values

Experience
While Quantum’s roots are within the kitchen industry, 
the care and consideration required to manufacture 
these units are values that have transferred effortlessly 
to the production of bedrooms. With over 44 years of 
manufacturing experience, the expertise and knowledge 
gained is immeasurable. Quantum’s highly respected 
CEO grew up around the business and many skilled 
employees have been with the company for more than 15 
years. Quantum bedrooms have been through extensive 
prototyping to ensure exceptional quality, so you are sure 
to sleep soundly at night. Every bedroom cabinet is made 
to order, so units meld effortlessly into each room, ensuring 
a snug, unobtrusive fit.

Reliability
Each Quantum bedroom comes with a full 10-year 
guarantee on doors and drawers, and a 25 year guarantee 
on cabinets and hinges. Giving you peace of mind that not 
only is your bedroom built to last, it is guaranteed to last. 

For more information visit  
www.quantum-bedrooms.co.uk/guarantee

Responsibility
Taking on environmental responsibilities, Quantum 
endeavours only to use wood materials that have been 
sourced from well-maintained, sustainable forests. All 
wood waste created during the making of your bedroom is 
recycled as a source of energy, heating Quantum’s factory 
and offices, consequently reducing Quantum's carbon 
footprint.
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Sanctuary - The 
Bedroom Collection

SanctuarySanctuary
A place of retreat, Sanctuary bedrooms are created  
by Quantum with the care and detail necessary to form  
a haven, a safe place. For the one room in the home that  
is unquestioningly yours, there are enough choices included  
to design a space that you can fall in love with. 

Whether you’d like to mould your bedroom cabinets  
to the room using natural alcoves and nooks or create  
a more structured look by opting for a free-standing  
wardrobe, a solution can be created to suit both your  
home and design preferences. 

Quantum bedroom furniture doesn’t stop there. Entire  
dressing rooms can be fitted out and walk-in wardrobes  
are designed for you to make the most of your space.

With robes sorted, the rest of the room can be fitted with 
window seat storage, desks, drawers and bedside cabinets  
to finalise the theme and complete your room set. Having 
thought of every detail, your Quantum bedroom will  
become your Sanctuary.
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Portmore offers a clean, simple and gentle look, generating a 
feeling of serenity through the lilting, curved lines of the frame 
and geometric patterns of the doors. With numerous colour 
combinations available, you can create a wardrobe that works 
with the scheme and tone of your room. The ease produced 
by the sliding function of the doors adds to the tranquil 
ambiance of the bedroom, and the innate practicality and 
value of Portmore's design becomes unmistakably evident.

Lava

Dove Grey

Panel Finishes

Frame Colours

White Oak Walnut Cashmere

Stone Grey Satin Silver 
(Steel)

OakWalnut

Stone GreyWhite Cashmere

MirrorBronze 
Mirror

Grey Mirror

Maroon 
Glass

Black Glass

Arctic White 
Glass

Cappuccino 
Glass

Pure White 
Glass
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Cadgwith offers a modern design through the narrow frames of the 
sliding doors, by maintaining slim lines and allowing the doors to be 
manoeuvred by the middle horizontal rail. The fine lines of the frame 
create a dainty appearance in such a contemporary setting, adding 
a minimal, serene touch. With numerous internal options available, 
such as hanging rails and built-in drawers, Cadgwith provides the ideal 
design for an individual who values an organised and efficient space. 

Panel Colours

MirrorBronze 
Mirror

Grey Mirror

Frame Finishes

Satin Silver 
(Aluminium)

Black

Black Glass Duck Egg 
Blue Glass

Dark Blue 
Glass

Light Grey 
Glass

Maroon 
Glass

Arctic White 
Glass

Cappuccino 
Glass

Pure White 
Glass
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With a considerable frame that doubles as a handle, 
Lulworth offers a substantial appearance. Available 
in Made-to-Measure sizes, these sliding doors are 
designed to fit into recesses and alcoves. This enables 
snug storage, which results in a door style that doesn’t 
dominate the room. However, with such prominent 
features, Lulworth has a strong enough presence to 
remain as a feature.

Frame Finishes

Satin Silver 
(Aluminium)

MirrorBronze 
Mirror

Grey Mirror

Maroon 
Glass

Dark Blue 
Glass

Light Grey 
Glass

Black Glass Duck Egg 
Blue Glass

Grey 
Toughened 

Glass

Arctic White 
Glass

Cappuccino 
Glass

Pure White 
Glass

Panel Colours
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Be inspired  

Calm & Collected

Gentle wake-ups and soothing transitions into the coming day are eased 
into your life with a bedroom designed around your morning routine. The 
versatility of Linden provides plenty of opportunity for you to create a room 
that suits your needs. A bedside table that matches your wardrobes could 
be created to set down your morning coffee, or you can find your serenity 
by simply implementing a calming mix of colours and finishes. Whatever it 
is, this flexible door is designed to be extremely accommodating. DenimPorcelain

Featured Colours

Linden (see page 24)

Featured Door Style
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Unassuming ease is offered through Linden. The laid back, satin texture of 
the doors allows wardrobes to become an amiable and unobtrusive feature 
of the bedroom. With the option of bi-fold or pocket doors, this enables 
large wardrobes to be included without taking up the entire room. With 
both colour and woodgrain options available, this door style is versatile and 
practical, with the option to combine colours, or even door styles.  

Onyx Grey Denim

Porcelain Cashmere

Matt

Light Grey Dust Grey

Fjord

Sand 
Gladstone Oak

Natural Halifax 
Oak

Cascina Pine White Halifax 
Oak

Woodgrain

Tobacco 
Halifax Oak

Sepia 
Gladstone Oak

Tobacco 
Gladstone Oak

Carbon Marine 
Wood
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Gloss

Metallic 
Champagne

White Alabaster

Dust Grey Graphite

Cashmere Light Grey

Metallic 
Anthracite

Metallic Blue

Matt

Fjord Dust Grey

White Alabaster

Cashmere Light Grey

Indigo Graphite

Manston provides a strong, modern look. Whether this 
is a glassy, luxe effect through gloss finishes or a silky, 
smooth style from the matt doors, the room created is 
effortlessly finished and polished. Perfect for apartment 
style living, Manston is robust enough to stand up against 
the bustle of everyday living and has the versatility and 
pliability to be used easily in numerous designs. 

With the option of space-saving pocket doors, this 
opens the possibility of incorporating built-in desks into 
robes. This removes the need for additional furniture and 
means that your cabinets are no longer just for storing 
clothes, they have now been transformed into  
a multi-purpose unit.
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FjordTobacco 
Halifax Oak

Featured Colours Featured door style

Linden (see page 14)

Be inspired  

Durable & Masculine

Ideal for apartment style living, suited to homes equipped for dressing 
rooms or optimal for bedrooms of all shapes and sizes, each of the doors 
in the Sanctuary collection are Made-to-Measure so they are extremely 
versatile. As each unit is bespoke, you can specify the purpose of every 
cabinet and have it shaped to your exact specifications.
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Matt Colours

White

Cashmere

Mussel

Dove Grey

Fjord Dust Grey

Graphite Indigo

Stone Effect

Light 
Concrete

Dark 
Concrete

Birling embodies minimalism through its laid back profile and finish. This 
j-profile door offers a sculpted design that works perfectly to create a 
streamlined and modern effect. The gently curved, integrated handles 
remove harsh lines and create a subtle and integrated design. This 
results in a simplified space, maintaining a calming, peaceful ambience. 
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Harcombe's narrow shaker frame provides a refined and trimmed 
door style. With woodgrain or matt colour options, how you style 
your bedroom is up to you, whether it has a vintage twist or a modern 
approach. Due to the Made-to-Measure options available, the internals 
of each cabinet can be specifically designed to house each of your 
belongings. This could be anything from open shelving for your book 
collection or a bespoke desk designed for maximising productivity.

Woodgrain Colours

White Ivory

Cashmere Mussel

Dove Grey

Dust Grey

Stone Grey

Matt Colours

White Mussel

Cashmere Fjord

Dove Grey Dust Grey

Graphite Indigo
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Be inspired  

Cosy & Warm

With furniture built snugly into your room, a comforting and welcoming 
place to retreat home to is created. With the interior of your wardrobe 
neatly organised to your specifications, everything is in its place. An 
environment that is ideal for both energetic mornings prompted by a 
fresh cup of coffee or alternatively settling in for a snug evening can be 
cultivated through the furniture you choose to include in your design. Pale Blue 

(Colour Match 
Service*)

White Halifax 
Oak

Featured Colours

Linden (see page 24)

Thorpe (see page 54)

Featured door style

* Colour match only available in Exebridge and Thorpe.
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Bedrooms are the one room in the house that are a completely personal 
space. They should be designed to not only have enough storage to 
keep hold of all your clothing and belongings, but to also suit your tastes. 
With Coombe offering both the options of smooth or grained finishes, 
paired with a simple shaker door design, the choice of whether your 
room is tailored to more of a traditional or contemporary look is up to 
you. The styling of your room and the theme is another factor that aids in 
determining the aesthetic that the bedroom cabinets help cultivate. Colour 
themes and handle choices also impact the rooms design, contributing to 
how you'd like Coombe to look within your bedroom.

Woodgrain Colours

White Ivory

Cashmere Mussel

Dove Grey

Dust Grey

Stone Grey

Matt Colours

White Mussel

Cashmere Fjord

Dove Grey Dust Grey

Graphite Indigo
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Woodgrain Colours

White Ivory

Cashmere Mussel

Dove Grey

Dust Grey

Stone Grey

Matt Colours

White Mussel

Cashmere Fjord

Dove Grey Dust Grey

Graphite

This five-piece shaker door provides plenty of room to convey personal 
taste. With numerous colours to choose from and the option of 
woodgrain or matt finishes, there is every opportunity to express yourself 
– because if you can’t display your individuality here, where can you do 
it? Ashbury is a bedroom where you can relax, release and unwind in your 
quirky hub, refined retreat or slightly hectic haven. Whatever you decide, 
it is designed to work for you.

Indigo
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Matt Light 
Grey

Light Atelier

Featured Colours Featured door styles

Linden (see page 24)

Manston (see page 28)

Be inspired  

Stylish & Functional

To create an individualised space, items that express personality 
should be carefully selected as features. This extends to the actual 
wardrobes and furniture in your room. By removing clutter and 
choosing cabinets and wardrobe configurations in order to maximise 
space, this creates a stylised room. From desks incorporated in 
wardrobes to matching bedside tables, the ability to minimise through 
careful selection is simplified.
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A simple, shaker door, Thorpe offers a dignified appearance. With a smooth, 
painted finish, Thorpe has a wide colour palette, so you can opt for the 
colours that work within your colour scheme. Even without this extensive 
colour range, you can go beyond that and choose any colour that you desire 
with the Colour Match Service. With such personalisation, your bedroom can 
work to create a gentle ambience or possibly a contemplative mood. At the 
end of the day, it can be whatever you choose. 

Matt Colours

Brilliant White Porcelain Alabaster White Cotton

Mussel Shell Stone Biscuit

Stone Grey Light Blue Powder Blue Pantry Blue

Airforce Parisian Blue Marine Sage Green

Light Teal Viridian Deep Forest Light Grey

Dust Grey Lava GraphiteGun Metal Grey

Cashmere Deep 
Heather

Lavender Grey

Colour Match Service

This door style can be painted in 
any colour you wish. Simply provide 
us with a RAL or BS Code.
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A warm, traditional feel is introduced into the room through the 
beautiful Exebridge. With detailing surrounding the centre panel, 
this provides a touch of ornamentation and understated luxe. With a 
multitude of colours available, the right hue can be selected in order 
to create a calming and comforting tone, or alternatively generate a 
dynamic and charismatic environment. With such a structured design, 
any bedroom created with Exebridge will result in an inspiring bedroom.

Matt Colours

Brilliant White Porcelain Alabaster White Cotton

Mussel Shell Stone Biscuit

Stone Grey Light Blue Powder Blue Pantry Blue

Airforce Parisian Blue Marine Sage Green

Light Teal Viridian Deep Forest Light Grey

Dust Grey Lava GraphiteGun Metal Grey

Cashmere Deep 
Heather

Lavender Grey

Colour Match Service

This door style can be painted in 
any colour you wish. Simply provide 
us with a RAL or BS Code.
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For those who know they never have enough space for all their 
belongings, finally, there is a solution. A completely bespoke dressing 
room has been created to allow for design decisions that are in line with 
how individuals operate. With numerous compartments and options, 
you can ensure all your belongings are settled in a space that is purely 
for storage. With a dressing room as extensive as this, there is no need 
to have disjointed cupboards and storage spread throughout the home, 
everything can now be condensed and kept together.  

Onyx Grey Denim

Porcelain Cashmere

Matt

Light Grey Dust Grey

Fjord

Sand 
Gladstone Oak

Natural Halifax 
Oak

Cascina Pine White Halifax 
Oak

Woodgrain

Tobacco 
Halifax Oak

Sepia 
Gladstone Oak

Tobacco 
Gladstone Oak

Carbon Marine 
Wood
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Bi-Fold DoorsPocket Doors
Door Styles

For space saving ideas, pocket doors are 
an ideal solution. Able to retract into the 
cabinet so doors don’t protrude into the 
room and take up valuable space, these 
designs are great options when working 
with apartment style rooms or other small 
spaces. Pocket doors are particularly 
valuable when looking to include built-in 
desk spaces, as they allow cabinets to 
become versatile and develop beyond 
traditional bedroom design.

For the opportunity to expand your space 
and have total access to the entirety of 
your wardrobe, bi-fold doors provide the 
answer. Without intruding too far into 
the room, they are perfect for double 
wardrobes that span a wide area as they 
successfully open the space without 
stifling the environment.   
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Accessories
It’s the small touches that often make the greatest 
difference when it comes to bedrooms. It can make or break 
how you interact with your space. Lighting placements and 
internal layouts can completely transform how you organise 
and use your available space.
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AccessoriesAccessories

Oak Effect Drawerbox

Tie Dividers

Angled Shelf Lighting Hanging Rail Lighting

Linen Drawerbox Internal Spotlights
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Handles

1 Classic Knob

2 Classic Knob

3 Forest Knob

4 Diner

5 Lounge

6 Forest Cup

7 Forest Cup

8 Chatsworth Cup

9 Edge Straight

10 Oak Knob

11 Chatsworth Knob

12 Osaka Handle

13 Osaka Handle

14 Osaka Handle

15 Classic Handle

16 Classic Handle

1

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12
15

16

13

14

2

3

Bright Chrome

Antique Copper

Polished Brass

Brushed Anthracite

Brushed Brass

Polished Brass

Bronzed & Brushed

Brushed Copper

Inox

Stained & Lacquered Oak

Brushed Copper

Satin Brass

Antique Copper

Graphite

Bright Chrome

Antique Copper

Handles can often define the ambience 

you’ve curated in your bedroom. They can 

influence the room to take on a vintage vibe 

or alternatively sway the design to appear 

minimal and fresh. 
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Our Guarantee

Quantum bedrooms are built in England, using proven 
manufacturing techniques and the highest quality materials. With 
over 44 years of manufacturing experience, you can be assured 
that you are purchasing an exceptional bedroom. The strictest of 
quality control measures have been put in place to ensure that 
your made-to-order bedroom leaves the production line only 

when it has undergone a series of vigorous checks.

Quantum bedrooms all come with a 10 year guarantee  
on cabinets, doors and drawer fronts. In the extremely unlikely 
event that subject to wear and tear, any of the cabinets, doors 
or drawer fronts should fail, we will repair or replace the faulty 

item(s) at no expense for a period of 10 years from the date  
of installation.

Full terms and conditions available on request.
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www.quantum-bedrooms.co.uk


